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Summary of the proposed algorithm

Algorithm 1 Training and testing of the proposed few-shot segmentation algo-
rithm
Require: Training dataset {xi}, testing dataset Dte, unsupervised superpixel algo-

rithm F(·) [68], feature extractor network fθ(·), Number of episodes Nepi, learning
rate lr.
1. Unsupervised pseudolabel generation:
for image xi in {xi} do

Compute pseudolabel set Yi = F(xi).
end for
2. Training with pseudolabels:
for Episode i in range(Nepi) do

Sample xi ∈ {xi}, yri (cp) ∈ Yi to form support Si = {(xi,yri (cp))}.
Apply random transforms to form query Qi = {(Tg(Ti(xi))), Tg(yri (cp)))}.
Compute representation prototype ensemble Pi = {pk(cj)} from Si using Equ.

1-3.
Predict segmentation on Qi with reference to Pi using Equ. 4-6.
Compute loss Li(θ;Si,Qi) using Equ. 7-9.

Update network parameters: θi = θi−1 − lr ∂L
i

∂θ
.

end for
3. Testing on real objects:

Obtain support S = {(xsl ,ysl (cĵ))} and query Q = {xq} from Dte.
Compute representation prototype ensemble P = {pk(cj)} from S using Equ. 1-3.
Predicte segmentation on Q with reference to P using Equ. 4-6.

∗Equal contribution.
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Generalizing learned image representations across domains

To evaluate the cross-domain generalization ability of the learned representa-
tions, we train the model on one dataset and evaluate few-shot segmentation on
the other. Specifically, We experimented with Abd-MRI and Card-MRI: these
two dataset are from two different MRI imaging sequences: the former is T2-
Spectral Presaturation with Inversion Recovery (T2-SPIR) and the latter is bal-
anced steady-state free precession (bSSFP). Also, they are sliced from different
views (axial view for Abd-MRI and short-axis view for Card-MRI). The numbers
reported below are Dice scores.

Table 1. Cross-domain few-shot segmentation performance

Trained on Tested on Mean Dice score

T2-SPIR T2-SPIR 73.02
bSSFP T2-SPIR 66.58 (-6.44)
bSSFP bSSFP 76.90
T2-SPIR bSSFP 60.52 (-16.38)

This result implies that image representations learned from SSL have rea-
sonable generalization ability to a different domain.
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Qualitative results

Fig. 1. Qualitative results of the proposed method on abdominal CT under setting
2, where images containing testing classes are strictly excluded in training set even
though they are unlabeled.
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Fig. 2. Qualitative results of the proposed method on abdominal MRI under setting
2.
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Fig. 3. Qualitative results of the proposed method on abdominal CT under setting
1, where objects of testing classes might appear in training images as part of the
background.
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Fig. 4. Qualitative results of the proposed method on abdominal MRI under setting
1.
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Fig. 5. Qualitative results of the proposed method on cardiac MRI under setting 1.
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Examples of local and class-wise similarities

Fig. 6. Examples of local and class-wise similarities.

Local peaks in different local similarities differ with each other. This implies
that one local prototype matches specific region(s) in the query. All these local
similarities of a specific class are fused together to form a reasonable class-wise
similarity map.
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Illustration of the protocol for evaluating 2D FSS on 3D images

To evaluate 2D few-shot segmentation on 3D volumetric images, we follow the
evaluation protocol established by [43]. In a 3D image, for each class, images
between the top slice and the bottom slice containing this class are divided into
C equally-spaced chunks. The middle slice in each chunk from the support scan
is used for segmenting all the slices in the corresponding chunk in the query
scan. In our experiments C is set to be 3.

For example, in Fig. 6, chunks are marked with blue (for query) or light
purple (for support) boxes. Middle slices of the chunks the in support scan are
marked in dark purple. Each of such middle slices serves as the support for all the
slices in the corresponding chunk in query respectively. Of note, segmentation is
performed on 2D axial slices, while in Fig. 6 the testing class liver is highlighted
in purple on coronal plane for illustration purpose only.

As noted in [43], the top and bottom slices for each class can be found by
a quick manual scroll-and-click process through 2D slices, or by using a simple
model trained for this purpose.

Fig. 7. Illustration of the protocol for evaluating 2D few-shot segmentation result on
3D volumetric images.
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